
Draw Buildings And Cities In 15 Minutes
Unlock the secrets of architectural sketching and transform your ability to
capture the urban landscape with breathtaking detail and precision in just
15 minutes.

Drawing buildings and cities can seem like an intimidating task, but with the
right approach, you can master this skill and effortlessly bring your
architectural visions to life. This comprehensive guide will provide you with
step-by-step instructions, expert tips, and practical exercises to help you
draw buildings and cities with confidence and accuracy in a mere 15
minutes.

Essential Materials

Before you embark on your sketching journey, gather the following
essential materials:

Draw Buildings and Cities in 15 Minutes: The super-fast
drawing technique anyone can learn (Draw in 15
Minutes Book 4) by Matthew Brehm
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1. Sketchbook: Opt for a sketchbook with high-quality paper that is
suitable for sketching with pencils or pens. Acid-free paper is ideal for
preserving your artwork over time.

2.** Pencils**: A range of pencils with varying degrees of hardness (e.g.,
HB, 2B, 4B, 6B) is essential for creating different tones and textures. A
mechanical pencil can also be convenient for quick and precise lines.

3.** Eraser:** Choose a soft eraser that can effectively remove pencil
marks without damaging the paper.

4.** Ruler or Measuring Tape**: A ruler or measuring tape will help you
draw straight lines and maintain proportions.

5.** Sharpener:** Keep your pencils sharp to achieve clean and crisp lines.

Step-by-Step Instructions

Step 1: Observe and Simplify

Take a moment to observe the building or city you wish to draw. Break
down complex structures into simpler shapes like cubes, cylinders, and
triangles. This will simplify the drawing process and allow you to focus on
the essential elements.

Step 2: Establish a Horizon Line

Draw a horizontal line across your sketchbook to represent the horizon.
This line will serve as a reference point for the placement of buildings and
objects.



Step 3: Outline the Main Shapes

Using light pencil strokes, sketch the basic shapes that make up the
building or city. Start with the largest and most prominent shapes, such as
the roof, walls, and windows.

Step 4: Add Details

Once the main shapes are in place, begin adding details such as doors,
windows, chimneys, and architectural embellishments. Use different pencil
grades to create depth and shadows.

Step 5: Draw the Sky and Ground

Sketch the sky above the horizon line and the ground below the buildings.
Include clouds, trees, or other elements to create a sense of perspective
and context.

Step 6: Refine and Shade

Use your eraser to refine the lines and remove any unnecessary marks.
Apply light shading to add depth and volume to the buildings. Remember to
consider the direction of light and shadows.

Tips for Speed and Accuracy

1.** Practice Regularly**: Regular practice is key to improving your
sketching skills. Set aside time each day to draw simple shapes and
buildings.



2.** Start Small**: Don't try to draw complex structures right away. Begin
with simple buildings and gradually increase the difficulty level as you gain
confidence.

3.** Use Reference Images**: Refer to photographs or online images to
accurately capture the details of buildings and cities.

4.** Sketch Lightly**: Use light pencil strokes to avoid making permanent
mistakes. You can always darken the lines later.

5.** Pay Attention to Proportions**: Use a ruler or measuring tape to ensure
that the proportions of your buildings are accurate.

Exercises for Improvement

Exercise 1: 15-Minute Cityscapes

Set a timer for 15 minutes and try to sketch as many buildings or city blocks
as possible in that time. Focus on capturing the essential shapes and
details.

Exercise 2: Architectural Details

Choose a specific architectural feature, such as a window, door, or cornice,
and practice drawing it in different styles and perspectives. Pay attention to
the proportions, shadows, and textures.

Exercise 3: Perspective Drawing

Draw a building or city scene with a clear perspective. Use vanishing points
and angled lines to create the illusion of depth and distance.



Mastering the art of drawing buildings and cities in 15 minutes requires
practice, patience, and attention to detail. By following these step-by-step
instructions, utilizing the provided tips and exercises, and engaging in
regular practice, you can transform your ability to capture the architectural
landscape with ease and precision. Remember, the key to success is to
break down complex structures into simpler shapes, observe the details
carefully, and refine your skills over time. With dedication and practice, you
will unlock the ability to bring your architectural visions to life in just 15
minutes.
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